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Privacy and authentication are very important concepts and service levels to anonymous communica-
tions and data confidentiality. Recently, Ren et al. proposed an authentication and access control scheme
for preserving privacy in pervasive computing environments (PCEs). However, in this paper, it is demon-
strated that the so-called secure, privacy preserving authentication and access control scheme proposed
by Ren et al. is vulnerable to service abuse attacks and, as a result, illegitimate users can freely access the
service through the service provider without any worries and this flaw would lead to a serious accounting
problem with their scheme. Therefore, we proposed a security improvement to their scheme to neutralize
this weakness and an efficiency improvement to enhance the performance of their scheme in the user
operational phase. More importantly, a new improved proposal for a scheme can still allow the mobile
user to anonymously interact with the service provider in a PCE is demonstrated.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In today’s pervasive computing environments (PCEs), people are
increasingly surrounded by interconnected personal devices and
the ancillary abundant services that are pervasive, and affect their
lives in multifarious aspects, from the personal to the home,
offices, commuting, schools, public places and so on. On the other
hand, in such open networking environments, privacy and security
are important issues and it becomes necessary to provide secure
communications over insecure communication channels [2,4,9,
10], especially in privacy-essential and confidential environments.

Recently, Ren et al. proposed an authentication and access con-
trol scheme for preserving privacy in pervasive computing envi-
ronments [7], the scheme integrates the concept of blind
signatures [3] and hash chain cryptographic techniques [6,8] while
providing such advantages as anonymous, non-linkability, estab-
lishing session-keys establishment, and mutual authentication be-
tween a mobile user and a service provider. Their scheme has a
great impact upon the related area in PCEs and it is the first at-
tempt to provide a secure communications model with mutual
authentication, key establishment protocol, and privacy preserving
ll rights reserved.
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access control to differentiated services in pervasive computing
environments. Moreover, the performance of their scheme is extre-
mely efficient than [5] in terms of communication loads, computa-
tion loads, and storage loads. However, we find that Ren et al.
scheme is vulnerable to the abusive attacks because of not authen-
ticating the credentials and anyone can fabricate an invalid creden-
tial with a valid certificate to access the service without limits,
which terms are even not available to a valid mobile user whose
access can be denied. The above-mentioned weakness of the Ren
et al scheme will be explained in Section 3. Inevitably, as a result
there would be a serious accounting problem with their scheme
and this paper further proposes an improvement to neutralize this
security flaw. In addition, this paper will offer a minor revision of
their scheme to enhance the efficiency of procedures involved,
which can be practically applied within the PCEs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the Ren et al. scheme and points out the weaknesses of their
scheme in Section 3. Then in Section 4 a simple improvement is
proposed to repair the security flaw in Section 3. Conclusions are
presented in Section 5.
2. Review of Ren et al. scheme

In this section, we briefly review Ren et al. scheme. The security
flaw of their scheme is introduced in next section. Some notations
used in [7] and this paper are defined in Table 1. Their scheme
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Table 1
Notations

U; S; P A mobile user, service provider, and a service access point
SID A service type identifier
ðPKi; SKiÞ A public key and private key of entity i
Mi The receipt of the service access for a user i to register

himself as a legal user of destined service that S provides
Hð�Þ A collision-free and public one-way hash function
Ki;j The shared secret key between entities i and j
ri A nonce, which entity i generates
CertU A certificate of user U
HjðmÞ A hash chain, which hash message m j times, j 6 n, with length n
HKi;j
ðmÞ A message authentication code (MAC), which is the message digest

of message m with key Ki;j

EK ½�� The symmetric encryption function with key K
DK ½�� The symmetric decryption function with key K
EPKi
f�g The asymmetric encryption function with entity i’s PKi

DSKi
f�g The asymmetric decryption function with entity i’s SKi
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consists of two protocols, namely: user authorization protocol and
user operational protocol. In addition, there are three types of par-
ticipants in it, namely: mobile users, services, and back-end service
providers, respectively. The detailed steps of the two protocols are
briefly described in the following subsections.

2.1. User authorization protocol

The user authorization protocol consists of two phases, namely:
credential generation phase and credential authorization phase,
respectively. In credential generation, a mobile user U first gener-
ates two nonces ru1 and ru2 and signs its own ID with nonce ru2

by computing A ¼ ESKUfU; ru2g. Then, U computes the value C0 ¼
Hðru2 ;U;AÞ and the credential chain Cn ¼ HnðC0Þ, with length n. Fi-
nally, U blinds Cn as B ¼ EPKSIDfru1g � Cn and sends ðU;B;CertU; SIDÞ
to the service provider S for credential authorization.

In the credential authorization stage, S first verifies the validity
of CertU, and if it holds, S signs B by computing C ¼ ESKSIDfBg ¼
ru1 � ESKSIDfC

ng and sends C to U. If an attacker who eavesdrops on
the blinded credential and signature C in transit, he/she still cannot
use C to obtain some service from S because it is protected by the
blind factor ru1 . Then, U unblinds ru1 by computing D ¼ C=ru1 ¼
ESKSIDfC

ng and checks the authenticity of D by verifying whether
Cn ¼ DPKSIDfDg holds or not. If it holds, U obtains an authorized cre-
dential Cn and its signature D.

2.2. User operational protocol

When a mobile user U wants to anonymously access the service
from the service provider S through a service access point P;U first
generates a nonce ru3 and sends an access request E ¼ ðSID;
EPKSfru3 ;C

n;DgÞ to P. Then, P forwards E to S through a secret tun-
nel. Noted that a previously established secure tunnel exists be-
tween P and S. Upon receiving the access request message, S can
use its private key SKS to decrypt EPKSfru3 ;C

n;Dg by computing
DSKSfEPKSfru3 ;C

n;Dgg and verify whether Cn ¼ DPKSIDfDg holds or
not. If it holds, S stores Cn in its data base, and sends an access
acknowledgement ðru3 ;C

nÞ to P through a secure tunnel; otherwise,
it is dropped and stopped.

Upon receiving an acknowledgement of access ðru3 ; C
nÞ from S; P

generates a nonce rp1
, computes KU;P ¼ HðCn; rp1

; ru3 ;0Þ, and sends
an acknowledgement of access ðrp1 ; EKU;P ½ru3 ; P�Þ to U, where KU;P is
the shared secret key between entities U and P. Then, U computes
K 0U;P ¼ HðCn; rp1 ; ru3 ;0Þ and reveals ðru3 ; PÞ by computing DK 0U;P
½EKU;P ½ru3 ; P��. In addition, U computes F ¼ K 00U;P ½m0� and sends
ðrp1 ; ru3 ; F;HK 0U;P

ðFÞÞ to P, where K 00U;P ¼ HðCn; rp1 ; ru3 ;1Þ. Finally, P ver-
ifies HK 0U;P

ðFÞ by using KU;P , if it holds, P is convinced that a fresh ses-
sion key exists as KU;P� ¼ K 00U;P where U and P can compute KU;P� to
reveal m0 by computing DKU;P�½F�, where KU;P� ¼ HðCn; rp1

; ru3 ;1Þ.
3. The weaknesses of Ren et al. scheme

In this section, we highlight two weaknesses of Ren et al.
scheme. The details of the two weaknesses are described in the fol-
lowing subsections.
3.1. Abusive attacks on Ren et al. scheme

In these attacks, an attacker C can fabricate a false but valid user
U identity and impersonate U to request an authorized credential
from the service provider S. Moreover, even a valid user U can deny
that he/she has not requested the service and the service provider
cannot prove such information to on trusted evidence and hence
there is no way to prevent such a service abuse problem. The de-
tailed steps of the cryptanalysis of Ren et al. scheme are described
as follows.

Step 1: In the credential generation phase of the user authoriza-
tion protocol, an attacker C randomly generates two nonces ra1

and ra2 and carelessly computes the fake credential by comput-
ing C00 ¼ Hðra2 ;U

0;A0Þ, where U0 is some valid user’s identity and
A0 ¼ EPKU0

fU0; ra2g. It should be noted that in Ren et al. protocol,
they claimed that the signature contained was in C0 and this
provides a non-repudiation property. However, in fact, there
is no way to know whether a user uses their private key to sign
the C0 due to it being protected by a nonce ra2 and thus an
attacker or anyone could maliciously generate a fake credential
C00. Thereafter, C computes the credential chain C0n ¼ HnðC00Þ
and B0 ¼ EPKSIDfra1g � C0n.
Step 2: In the credential authorization phase of the user autho-
rization protocol, the service provider only checks the validity
of a certificate CertU0. Thus, an attacker C or a dishonest user
can send any valid certificate CertU0 with U0;B0; SID to the ser-
vice provider to request an authorized credential for entry.
Once the CertU0 is valid, S will sign B0 and send C0 back to the
malicious user, where C0 ¼ ESKSIDfB

0g ¼ ra1 � ESKSIDfC
0ng.

Step 3: Upon receiving C0 from S, the attacker can compute
D0 ¼ C0=ra1 ¼ ESKSIDfC

0ng and obtain an authorized credential C0n

and its signature D0. Finally, the attacker can freely use C0n and
its signature D0 to access the services without any problems
and therefore abusive attacks cannot be prevented in Ren
et al. scheme.

Although Ren et al. verify the correctness of the proposed user
operational protocol based on the BAN logic [1], their scheme is
vulnerable and can easily be cryptanalyzed due to the authentica-
tion is broken between CertU0’s identifier and the blinded creden-
tial chain in user authorization protocol. The authors does not
use BAN logic to verify the correctness of the proposed user autho-
rization protocol, thus their scheme is susceptible to the service
abusive attack.
3.2. Low efficiency in user operational protocol of Ren et al. scheme

When a mobile user sends an access request through the user
operational protocol, the service provider decrypts and verifies
the authenticity of the authorized credential by computing
Cn ¼ EPKSIDfDg. If aforesaid holds, the service provider must com-
pare Cn with all the authorized credentials Cn

i stored in its DB,
where i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N and N is the number of authorized users
in the DB. Suppose that S takes j milliseconds to compare a Cn with
a Cn

i . Thus, it needs j � N milliseconds to be executed to confirm
that a request Cn is valid or not. If the number of N is a million users
and there are k authorized users sending access requests to S
simultaneously, S must take k � j � N milliseconds to confirm them
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and maybe the request users need to wait a few minutes for a reply
acknowledgements from S. However, in practice, it exhibits a low
efficiency and in application it becomes infeasible for access users
to wait for the respondent results for such long time in the user
operational protocol of Ren et al. scheme. Therefore, we will pro-
pose an improved scheme to decrease the waiting time for access
users and ensure a high rate of efficiency in the user operational
protocol of their scheme.

4. The improved scheme

To overcome the above-mentioned problems in Section 3, we
propose two improvements on Ren et al. scheme in the following
subsection and the details of the improved scheme are described
as follows.

4.1. Security improvement

Considering the nature of abusive attacks as mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.1, an attacker C only needs to compute C0n ¼ HnðC00Þ and
B0 ¼ EPKSIDfra1g � C0n and provides CertU0 to convince S in Steps 1
and 2. The reason for this attack is because there is no binding be-
tween CertU0’s identifier and the blinded credential chain C0n sub-
mitted for signing. This flaw fools the service provider into
signing the credential B0. Thus, we used the receipt Mi to prevent
above attacks in the improved scheme. For a receipt Mi, a mobile
user U may demand to be paid for requesting the services from
the service provider S and S will issue an unique receipt number
Mi to the paid user U after U pays the money to S. Then, S will
set up an”eligible paid users list” that records the information of
the paid users and their corresponding receipts. The access user
must keep Mi secret and he/she has only one chance to use Mi to
ask the service provider to run the following steps to acquire the
authorized credential in the user authorization protocol. The de-
tails of user authorization protocol of the improved scheme are
briefly described as follows and shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. User authorization protoc
Step 1: In this step, a mobile user U first generates two nonces
ru1 and ru2 , then he/she computes the Cn ¼ HnðMi;U; ru2 Þ, and
blinds Cn as B ¼ EPKSIDfru1g � Cn.
Step 2: Then, U computes RM ¼ ESKUfU;B;Mi; SIDg and sends the
value EPKSfU;B;Mi; SID;RMg to the service provider S for creden-
tial authorization, where ESKUf�g stands for signing {*} with the
private key of user U.
Step 3: After receiving the user U’s authorization request, S
decrypts it with his/her private key SKS and further verifies
the authenticity of Mi and RM by checking the eligible paid
users list. If Mi is fresh and the signature is valid, it means that
the authorization request is indeed generated by the rightful
holder of the receipt Mi and the certificate CertU having the
identifier U. Then, S signs B as C ¼ ESKSIDfBg ¼ ru1 � ESKSIDfC

ng
and marks Mi as a non-fresh value for the purpose of preventing
the double-spending problem. Afterwards, S sends C to the
user U.
Step 4: After receiving C;U unblinds C as D by computing
D ¼ C=ru1 ¼ ESKSIDfC

ng. Thus, U can check the authenticity of D
by verifying Cn¼? DPKSIDfDg. If it holds, U obtains an authorized
credential Cn and its signature D.

Evidently, as the above improved scheme shows, an attacker C
does not have the valid receipt Mi and rightful signature RM for
asking S to run the credential authorization protocol. Thus, C can-
not get the valid Cn and its signature from S in the improved
scheme. Moreover, each Mi is used exactly once and it is encrypted
by S’s public key PKS and only S can decrypt it by using the corre-
sponding private key SKS during the process of transmission of the
authorization request. After that, Mi would be marked as a non-
fresh value and this leads thereto that an attacker C has no oppor-
tunity to use it repeatedly. Concerning the computational over-
head, during the user authorization protocol of the improved
scheme, U and S perform one additional asymmetric operation
for generating a signature RM ¼ ESKUfU;B;Mi; SIDg and verifying
the validity of the signature DPKUfRMg per session. It is clear that
ol of the improved scheme.
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the overhead of one asymmetric operation for each participant is
negligible, especially in view of the level of security the improved
scheme offers. Finally, we believe that abusive attacks can surely
be prevented in our improved scheme.

4.2. Efficiency improvement

Considering the nature of low efficiency on Ren et al. scheme as
mentioned in Section 3.2, the service provider must compare Cn

with all the authorized credentials Cn
i stored in its DB, where

i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N and N is the number of authorized users in the
DB. Since all authorized credentials stored in DB are N, the time
complexity of their scheme is thus O(N). It may become infeasible
for access users to wait for the respondent results for a long time in
the user operational protocol of their scheme. As a result, in the
user operational protocol of the improved scheme, we used the
temporary identity TIDi to enhance the efficiency of their scheme.
Before sending the access request to access point P;U generates a
temporary identity TIDi and sends E ¼ ðSID; EPKSfTIDi; ru3 ;C

n;DgÞ
to P. Afterwards, S would record ðTIDi;C

nÞ such in its DB if the ac-
cess request is valid. Noted that TIDi is an index. When the mobile
user U sends the access request to S the next time around, S accords
TIDi to find the user’s Cn for verification and thus it does not need to
compare a Cn with all the authorized credentials Cn

i (where
i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N and N is the number of authorized users) stored
in its DB during user operational protocol.

For the security of TIDi, this design still maintains anonymity
because TIDi is a meaningless number and there is no binding be-
tween TIDi and user identifier. So, privacy is maintained in our pro-
posed mechanism. On the other hand, our improved scheme
accords TIDi to build an index table for retrieving so the service
provider only needs to compare Cn once in every session if TIDi ex-
ists and there is no collision problem. In this term, the time com-
plexity of the proposed scheme is O(1). Hence, the improved
scheme is more efficient than Ren et al. scheme, which could
greatly decrease waiting time for users and assist in wider deploy-
ments of the scheme.

5. Conclusions

In this issue, we have shown that Ren et al. scheme is vulnerable
to abusive attacks, and that an attacker can freely access the ser-
vice through the service provider without any worries. The main
contribution of our proposed improved scheme is that abusive at-
tacks cannot succeed in it and we have done minor revisions to
make the improved scheme more efficient than Ren et al. scheme.
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